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Abstract

Inventory fluctuations are an important phenomenon in business cycles. However, the
preliminary data on inventory investment as published in the German national accounts
are tremendously prone to revision and therefore ill-equipped to diagnose the current stance
of the inventory cycle. The Ifo business survey contains information on the assessments of
inventory stocks in manufacturing as well as in retail and wholesale trade. Static factor ana-
lysis and a method building on canonical correlations are applied to construct a composite
index of inventory fluctuations. Based on recursive estimates, the different variants are
assessed as regards the stability of the weighting schemes and the ability to forecast the
“true” inventory fluctuations better than the preliminary official releases.

Keywords: inventory investment, revisions, composite indices; canonical correlation, fac-
tor models; national accounts data, Ifo business survey; Germany.

JEL classification: E22; C32, C52.



Non-Technical Summary

Preliminary data on changes in inventories as published in the German national accounts
are frequently subject to sizeable revisions, making indicator-based methods necessary to
obtain a timely estimate of the “true” inventory fluctuations of the German economy. The
paper seeks to find a coincident index of inventory fluctuations which is based on data from
the Ifo business survey.

Within the Ifo business survey, monthly series on the assessments of inventory stocks
in manufacturing as well as in the retail and wholesale trade sectors are available. In a
preceding analysis, the extent of co-cycling between the revised seasonally and working-day
adjusted time series of inventory investment in real terms, which is taken as the reference,
and the quarterly averages of the Ifo series are investigated in the time and the frequency
domain. While the series of manufacturers’ assessment of inventories turns out to be a
coincident indicator, retail and wholesale traders’ assessments tend to lead the reference.
Moreover, the coherences between inventory investment and the series of manufacturers’ as
well as wholesale traders’ assessments are shown to be highest at inventory cycle frequen-
cies, whereas retail traders’ assessment seems to comove most with the reference at low
frequencies. To sum up, the Ifo series under consideration may generally serve as indicators
of inventory planning of German firms.

In order to amalgamate the information from the Ifo series, different statistical methods
are applied. By means of canonical correlation analysis, a so-called codependent cycle is
identified. The estimate of this codependent cycle may be interpreted as a composite index
of inventory fluctuations because it bears the whole forecasting content of the Ifo series
for more than three-step ahead predictions. Alternatively, factor models are used. As a
first guess, the common factor of the three Ifo series is extracted by maximum likelihood
estimation of a static factor model. In a second step, after dynamic structures have been
imposed onto the common and idiosyncratic components, the system is estimated using
the Kalman filter technique. Whereas the canonical correlation analysis and the maximum
likelihood estimation produce composite indices which can be represented by a weighted
average of the Ifo series, the third technique does not provide an explicit representation of
the index in this simple design. Apart from a small difference in the degree of smoothness,
however, the series of manufacturers’ inventory assessment determines the common factor,
which means an implicit (trivial) weighting scheme can be derived for the index based on
the last method.

An evaluation of the methods follows. First, the proposed composite indices with
estimated weighting schemes are checked to see whether they are stable in the case of
re-estimations with newly entered data. The composite index based on the codependent
cycle analysis is preferable because it shows a more stable weighting scheme than the
common factor of the static factor model. Second, the composite indices are examined
to see whether they possess predictive content for the “true” inventory fluctuations which
are measured by the “final” release of inventory investment as published in the German
national accounts. All indices help to predict the revision process between the first and the
“final” release of inventory investment, even if the process is modelled by autoregressive
terms.



Consequently, indicator-based forecasting models are a promising tool in diagnosing
“true” inventory fluctuations better than it appears in the first release of inventory in-
vestment. In fact, all indicator-based forecasting models show clearly lower forecast biases
and root mean squared errors than the preliminary release of the Statistisches Bundesamt.
Tests for equal predictive ability and forecast encompassing reflect the superiority of the
indicator models. Furthermore, as long as truly composite indices are used, indicator-based
forecasts encompass the information contained in the first publication of the national ac-
counts. Finally, it is worth noting that the statistical methods applied do not produce a
weighting scheme which outperforms a simple unweighted average of the Ifo series.



Nicht technische Zusammenfassung

Vorläufige Daten zu den Lagerinvestitionen, wie sie in den deutschen Volkwirtschaftlichen
Gesamtrechnungen publiziert werden, sind sehr revisionsanfällig. Daher sind Indikator-
basierte Methoden notwendig, um eine frühzeitige Einschätzung der “wahren” Lagerbe-
standsveränderungen der deutschen Volkswirtschaft zu erhalten. Der Diskussionsbeitrag
zielt darauf ab, einen zusammengesetzten Indikator für die Lagerbestandsveränderungen
zu finden, der auf Daten der Ifo Konjunkturumfrage beruht.

Aus der Ifo Konjunkturumfrage sind monatliche Reihen zur Beurteilung der Lager-
haltung im Verarbeitenden Gewerbe sowie im Einzel- und Großhandelsbereich verfügbar.
In einer vorgeschalteten Analyse wird im Zeit- und Frequenzbereich das Ausmaß des zyk-
lischen Gleichlaufs zwischen der revidierten saison- und arbeitstäglich bereinigten Zeitreihe
der Vorratsveränderungen in realer Rechnung, welche als Referenz angesehen wird, und
den Vierteljahresdurchschnitten der Ifo-Reihen ermittelt. Während die Reihe der Lager-
beurteilung im Verarbeitenden Gewerbe ein gleichlaufender Indikator zu sein scheint, neigen
die Beurteilungen aus dem Einzel- und Großhandelsbereich zu einem Vorlauf gegenüber der
Referenz. Ferner zeigt sich, dass die Kohärenzen zwischen den Lagerinvestitionen einerseits
und den Beurteilungen des Verarbeitenden Gewerbes bzw. des Großhandelsbereichs an-
dererseits im Bereich der Lagerzyklusfrequenzen am höchsten zu sein scheint, während der
Gleichlauf von Einzelhandelslagerbeurteilungen und Referenz im Niedrigfrequenzbereich
am stärksten ausgeprägt sein dürfte. Alles in allem sollten die betrachtneten Ifo-Reihen
grundsätzlich als Basis für Indikatoren der Lagerdisposition deutscher Firmen geeignet
sein.

Um die Informationen aus den Ifo-Reihen zu verschmelzen, werden dann verschiedene
statistische Methoden angewandt. Mittels der Analyse der kanonischen Korrelationen
wird ein sogenannter kodependenter Zyklus identifiziert. Die Schätzung dieses kodepen-
denten Zyklus kann als zusammengesetzter Index der Lagerbestandsveränderungen inter-
pretiert werden, weil er den gesamten Prognosegehalt der Ifo-Reihen für Vorhersagen über
Horizonte von mehr als drei Perioden in sich trägt. Alternativ werden Faktorenmodelle
genutzt. Zunächst wird der gemeinsame Faktor eines statischen Faktorenmodells mit-
tels einer Maximum-Likelihood-Schätzung aus den drei Ifo-Reihen extrahiert. In einem
zweiten Schritt wird dann, nachdem den gemeinsamen und idiosynkratischen Komponen-
ten dynamische Strukturen auferlegt wurden, das System mit der Kalman-Filter-Technik
geschätzt. Während die Analyse der kanonischen Korrelationen und die Maximum-Likeli-
hood-Schätzung zusammengesetzte Indizes hervorbringen, die als gewichtetes Mittel der
Ifo-Reihen dargestellt werden können, liefert die dritte Technik keine explizite Darstellung
des Indizes in dieser einfachen Darstellung. Abgesehen von einer kleinen Differenz im Grad
der Glattheit bestimmt die Zeitreihe der Lagerbeurteilungen im Verarbeitenden Gewerbe
jedoch den gemeinsamen Faktor, so dass ein implizites (triviales) Gewichtungsschema für
den auf der letzten Methode basierenden Index abgeleitet werden kann.

Es folgt eine Evaluation der Methoden. Einerseits werden die vorgeschlagenen zusam-
mengesetzten Indizes, bei denen das Gewichtungsschema geschätzt wird, dahingehend
überprüft, ob sie im Fall von Neuschätzungen mit frisch verfügbaren Daten stabil sind. Der



zusammengesetzte Index, der auf der Analyse kodependenter Zyklen basiert, ist vorzuziehen,
weil er ein stabileres Gewichtungsschema aufweist als der gemeinsame Faktor des statischen
Faktorenmodells. Andererseits werden die zusammengesetzten Indizes danach beurteilt, ob
sie Prognosegehalt hinsichtlich der “wahren” Lagerbestandveränderungen besitzen, welche
mit der “letzten” vom Statistischen Bundesamt herausgegebenen Veröffentlichung der
Lagerinvestitionen gemessen werden. Alle Indizes helfen den Revisionsprozess zwischen
erster und “letzter” Veröffentlichung zu prognostizieren, auch wenn der Prozess mit au-
toregressiven Termen modelliert wird.

Aus diesem Grund sind Indikator-basierte Prognosemodelle ein vielversprechendes Hilfs-
mittel, um die “wahren” Vorratsveränderungen besser zu diagnostizieren, als es die erste
Veröffentlichung der Lagerinvestitionen erlaubt. Tatsächlich weisen die Indikator-basierten
Modelle deutlich niedrigere Prognoseverzerrungen und mittlere quadratische Prognose-
fehler auf als die vorläufigen Veröffentlichungen des Statistischen Bundesamts. Die Tests
auf gleiche Prognosegüte und “Forecast Encompassing” reflektieren ebenso die Überlegen-
heit der Indikatoransätze. Ferner zeigt sich, dass die Indikatorenmodelle die Informationen
der ersten Publikation der Volkswirtschaftlichen Gesamtrechnungen umfasst, sofern wirk-
lich zusammengesetzte Indikatoren benutzt werden. Schließlich ist darauf hinzuweisen, dass
die angewandten statistischen Methoden kein Gewichtungsschema hervorbringen, welches
das einfache ungewichtete Mittel der Ifo-Reihen schlägt.
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Evaluating the German Inventory Cycle

Using Data from the Ifo Business Survey1

1 Introduction

Amongst business cycle analysts, the German national accounts statistics of inventory in-
vestment are regarded as being unreliable as far as preliminary data releases are concerned.
However, especially around cyclical turning points, judgement on current and future trends
in inventories often plays an important role in the diagnosis of recent economic develop-
ments as well as in short-term macroeconomic forecasting.

In fact, the pro-cyclical movement of inventory investment in business cycles is a result
which is well established both in economic theory and in empirical studies.2 From the the-
oretical perspective, the key reference is still Metzler’s [1941] inventory accelerator mech-
anism, which is based on the traditional production-smoothing/buffer-stock hypothesis of
inventory behavior.3 Empirical evidence proves the destabilizing effect of inventory in-
vestment on aggregate output.4 In applied business cycle research, inventory fluctuations
are seen as being central to the explanation of minor business cycles.5 Furthermore, it is
argued that destocking is an important phenomenon during recessions.

Against this background, it is surprising that the statistical basis for an analysis of
inventory investment is extraordinarily weak in the German national accounts. Since the
conversion to the European System of Accounts 1995 (ESA 95), the primary basis for
the compilation of changes in inventories, i.e. annual data on inventory stocks in sectoral
division, has no longer been published. In the preliminary releases of quarterly national
accounts, inventory changes are (to a large extent) measured as a residual when reconciling
the production and the expenditure concept of GDP. As a consequence of this approach,

1Deutsche Bundesbank, Economics Department, Wilhelm-Epstein-Str. 14, D-60431 Frankfurt am Main,
Germany, email: thomas.knetsch@bundesbank.de. The paper which has been written as a contribution to
the CESifo project “Ifo Survey Data in Business Cycle and Monetary Policy Analysis” will also appear in
a volume edited by Jan-Egbert Sturm and Timo Wollmershäuser. The author would like to thank Erich
Langmantel for a stimulating discussion as well as Jörg Breitung, Jörg Döpke, Hermann-Josef Hansen,
Heinz Herrmann and the participants of the CESifo workshop for valuable comments and suggestions. Of
course, the author is fully responsible for all remaining shortcomings. The paper expresses the author’s
personal opinion which does not necessarily reflect the views of the Deutsche Bundesbank.

2Recent survey articles stressing this result are Ramey and West [1999] and Blinder and Maccini [1991].
3Since the early 1980s, the production-smoothing/buffer-stock hypothesis has been called in question.

A strand of literature, perhaps initiated by Blinder [1981], argues in favor of the so-called (S,s) approach
to inventory behavior which stresses the stock-out problem: whenever inventory stocks are expected to
reach a critical lower margin s, firms are going to replenish stockholdings up to the upper limit S. On the
micro level, the implications of this hypothesis are quite different.

4An early comprehensive study of the impact of inventory fluctuations on business cycle movements is
Abramovitz [1950]. Apart from the above-cited references, detailed inquiries of inventory fluctuations are
presented in Blinder and Holtz-Eakin [1986] for the United States as well as in Knetsch [2004] and Döpke
and Langfeldt [1997] for Germany.

5See Zarnowitz [1985] and Moore and Zarnowitz [1986], for instance.
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preliminary data on inventory investment are tremendously prone to revision and thus
highly unreliable.6

It is therefore important to base the judgement on the current stance of the inventory
cycle on alternative sources. On a monthly basis, the Ifo institute publishes survey data on
the assessment of inventory stocks in manufacturing as well as in the retail and wholesale
trade sector. Although the survey on manufacturers’ inventories only captures stocks
of finished goods, (virtually) all sectors holding significant proportions of inventories are
considered in this data set. Furthermore, survey data is available in a timely manner and
free of revisions.

However, in order to obtain an aggregate measure of inventory fluctuations, one has to
address the issue of amalgamating information from different sources. In order to construct
a composite index of inventory fluctuations, we will apply different methodologies. The
composite index may be given by the codependent cycle of the three Ifo series at hand
which is identified by analyzing canonical correlations. Alternatively, the common factor
might be obtained by means of classical static factor analysis. In an investigation based
on recursive estimates of the composite indices, the methods are compared with respect to
the stability of the weighting schemes.

We will further show that, regardless of which composite index is considered, the use
of Ifo survey data helps to explain the difference between the first and the “final” release
of inventory investment in the national accounts statistics. Moreover, simple indicator-
based forecasting models clearly outperform the first announcement of the Statistisches
Bundesamt in predicting the “true” picture of the inventory fluctuations. Hence there
might be an ongoing debate on the best way of extracting the common factor from the Ifo
series. However, it turns out to be rather clear that, as regards the aggregate inventory
fluctuations of the German economy, the Ifo business survey provides information which is
most reliable in a real-time forecasting exercise.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first study the time
series properties of our reference, the seasonally adjusted series of real inventory investment
drawn from the German national accounts. We also illustrate to which extent this series
has been revised in recent years. Then, we present time series characteristics of the three
Ifo indicator series including a discussion on their comovement with the reference, both
in the time and the frequency domain. In Section 3, we construct a composite index
of inventory fluctuations by extracting the common factor from the Ifo series by means
of canonical correlation and static factor analysis. In Section 4, an evaluation of the
methods is presented which is based on recursive estimates. In this context, two criteria
are of interest: the stability of the weighting schemes in the case of re-estimation with an
updated data set and the predictive content for “true” inventory cycle movements. Finally,
Section 5 concludes.

6Even for the United States where primary statistics of inventories are much more detailed, inventory
investment figures are often revised substantially (see Howrey [1984]).
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2 Time Series Properties of the Reference

and the Ifo Indicator Series

The first part of this section is devoted to a discussion of the seasonally and working-day
adjusted time series properties of inventory investment in real terms as published in the
national accounts. We will argue that the series shows cyclical features which are usually
attributed to inventory fluctuations. Therefore, the national accounts data on inventory
investment serve as our reference series in the sense that it generally approximates the
inventory cycle of the German economy.

At the end of sample, however, the series is tremendously prone to revision. Hence, in
order to assess the current stance of the inventory cycle or to forecast its prospective path,
it is necessary to rely on different data sources. We will show that the inventory series
published in the Ifo business survey are good candidates in this respect because they fulfill
the important indicator property of a high correlation with the reference. In the second
part of the section, this strong empirical connection is documented by using standard time
series techniques.

2.1 The Time Series of Inventory Investment

Figure 1 shows the plot of the time series of inventory investment in the sample between
the first quarter of 1970 and the second quarter of 2003. Whereas the data prior to 1991
refer to West Germany, the whole series is measured using the ESA 95 principles.7

Because of dominating erratic variations,8 it is convenient to filter the series using
an optimal low-pass filter which passes only oscillations which are longer than 11

2
years.9

Simply by counting the peaks and troughs of the filtered series, we observe eight full
inventory cycles in 30 years which leads (in a purely arithmetical sense) to an average
periodicity of 33

4
years. In the traditional classification of cycle movements, such a duration

fits to the class of so-called “Kitchin cycles” (i.e. about three to four years) which are
usually attributed to inventory fluctuations.10

Further important stylized facts concern the relationship of inventory changes to ag-
gregate fluctuations.11 In macroeconomics, it is common knowledge that inventories are

7In that respect, this paper differs from Knetsch [2004], in which the West German series measured
according to the previous accounting standards has been chained up with the series for (unified) Germany
measured according to the ESA 95 principles. In the series used here, there is only a statistical break
owing to the unification but no longer a break owing to the change in the accounting standards at the
same date. Further information on the statistical breaks during the 1990s is given in Appendix A.2.

8The erratic fluctuations are (to some extent) a result of the seasonal and calendar adjustment procedure
applied: since the aggregates of the production and the expenditure side of GDP are separately adjusted
for seasonal and calendar effects, statistical discrepancies are almost certain to arise. By convention, the
remaining seasonal and calendar effects are attributed to the series of inventory investment in order to
meet the GDP accounting identity.

9The filter lag length is 4. For the construction of this type of filter, see Baxter and King [1999], for
instance.

10The cycle classification is sketched in Moore and Zarnowitz [1986], for instance.
11For a closer look at the stylized facts of the German inventory cycle, see Knetsch [2004], for instance.
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Figure 1: Series of inventory investment

Inventory investment is seasonally and working-day adjusted and measured in billions of 1995 euro. Source:
National accounts published in August 2003. The original series is plotted by the solid line and the filtered
series by the thick line. Vertical lines indicate the beginning and the end of the recession periods (technically
defined).

a destabilizing factor in business cycles. During recessions, we usually observe that firms
reduce inventory stocks by a sizeable amount. A look at Figure 1 shows that there is strong
destocking during all cyclical downturns in Germany since 1970.12

By visual evidence, we therefore conclude that the series of inventory investment as
published in the national accounts shows features typically attributable to aggregate in-
ventory behavior which is known from economic theory and which is supported by empirical
results from countries (such as the United States) where the statistical basis for compil-
ing the figures of inventory investment is less weak than in Germany. Although we claim
that national accounts data on inventory investment are generally appropriate as a proxy
of aggregate inventory behavior in a historical perspective, we will show right now that
the use of those figures for the purpose of current business cycle diagnosis and short-term
forecasting is rather dangerous.

Figure 2 highlights the fact that the data on inventory investment are very susceptible
to revision. It is worth mentioning that those revisions are for the most part a consequence
of the poor quality of the original data.13 The reasons for that are evident: As a product of

12For simplicity, recessions are dated using the mechanical rule that seasonally adjusted real GDP
declines in at least two consecutive quarters.

13Another source of revisions is the seasonal adjustment procedure. However, revisions induced by that
are thought to be of limited extent compared to changes in raw data.
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Figure 2: Data revisions with respect to inventory investment

The last 14 releases of seasonally adjusted changes in inventories (in billions of 1995 euro) are plotted with
regard to the publications of the national accounts from May 2000 through August 2003. The current
release is plotted by the thick line.

the evaluation of the inquiries about the cost structures of firms, data on inventory stocks
in sectoral division are only ascertained in annual periodicity and with a considerable
time lag.14 Since the conversion to ESA 95, these data have no longer been published.
In the preliminary releases of quarterly national accounts, however, inventory changes
are (to a large extent) determined as a residual of GDP (measuring according to the
production concept) and the sum of the expenditure aggregates.15 Since these quantities
are measured with uncertainty, preliminary figures of inventory investment also include
statistical discrepancies. After two years or so, when detailed statistical information (such
as the results of the value-added tax statistics and the inquiries about the cost structures of
firms) had been incorporated into the system of national accounts, the inventory investment
figures are more or less free of that kind of mismeasurement.

For the above-mentioned purposes, waiting for two years is not a feasible option. Hence,
we search for other data sources which enable us to proxy the German inventory cycle with
timeliness and reliability.

14For the compilation of inventory investment based on sectoral inventory stocks, see Statistisches Bun-
desamt [2003], pp.295-304.

15As mentioned in Braakmann [2003], for the preparation of new quarterly figures, the Statistisches
Bundesamt has recently started using the Ifo business survey on the assessment of inventory stocks to
cross-check the general adequacy of the figure which comes out of the residual accounting and which is
called inventory investment.
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2.2 The Ifo Indicator Series

In its business survey, the Ifo institute asks the participating firms to assess inventory
stocks. Firms in manufacturing as well as in the retail and wholesale trade sector are invited
to give their view on whether inventories are regarded as being too small, sufficient/normal
(in seasonal terms), or too big. The individual qualitative answers are aggregated by
weighting the proportion of positive and negative replies. For interpretational reasons,
the scale of the aggregates is inverted because an increasing proportion of firms reporting
too small inventory stocks indicates a rising expansive pressure on upstream sectors in the
value-added chain and vice versa.16 On a monthly basis, Ifo institute publishes indicators
for manufacturers’ assessment of inventory stocks of finished goods and for the assessments
of stockholdings in retail and wholesale trade. Whereas the former indicator includes East
German firms, the latter two only correspond to the West German trade sector.

To avoid problems which potentially arise from different scales, the three series used
are standardized such that they possess zero means and unit variances. In Figure 3, the
quarterly averages of the Ifo series are plotted in the sample between the first quarter
of 1970 and the second quarter of 2003.17 In general, all series show a cyclical pattern,
although it is not always clear-cut. Whereas the series of manufacturers’ inventories is
(surprisingly) smooth, depicting cycles of appropriate duration and clear turning points,
the series of retail and wholesale traders’ inventories are much more erratic. Apart from
some short-term fluctuations, at least the series attached to wholesale trade is clearly
oscillating at inventory cycle frequencies.

It is interesting to have a look at the cross-correlations between the Ifo series and in-
ventory investment for the following reasons. First, only if the Ifo series are correlated
with the reference to a sufficiently large extent, can they serve as indicators for the inven-
tory cycle. Second, in order to simplify the interpretation of the results of the statistical
methodologies which will be applied in the subsequent section, it is worth knowing whether
or not there are phase shifts between the series.

In Table 1, we report the estimates of cross-correlations between the Ifo series and
inventory investment in the sample from the first quarter of 1970 through the final quarter
of 2001.18 Since the results show significant cross-correlations, an important indicator
property is satisfied for all Ifo series. Whereas the series of manufacturers’ inventory
stock can be seen as a coincident indicator, the assessments of retail and wholesale traders
turn out to lead the reference series. Albeit quite close to each other, the highest cross-
correlation is found with the series of retail traders’ inventories. At first glance, this result

16Further details on the Ifo business survey are given in Oppenländer and Poser [1989].
17We plot the time series on the basis of quarterly averages for the sake of better visibility of (potential)

cycling at business cycle frequencies.
18The final observations are dropped from the analysis for two reasons. First, we want to measure to

which extent the Ifo series are correlated with the “true” inventory fluctuations, which means that only
revised data should be used. Second, as already mentioned in footnote 15, the Statistisches Bundesamt
uses information from the Ifo business survey in order to cross-check the preliminary figures of inventory
investment. Hence, these figures may be (at least) partially affected by Ifo survey information. If we
included preliminary figures of inventory investment, we would risk measuring artificial correlations.
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Figure 3: Ifo indicator plots

(a) Assessment of manufacturers’ inventory stocks

(b) Assessment of retail traders’ inventory stocks

(c) Assessment of wholesale traders’ inventory stocks

A positive value indicates that, in the aggregate, inventory stocks are regarded as being “favorable” which
means that the proportion of “too big” judgements (relative to the sum of “too big” and “too small”
answers) is below average. A negative value indicates an “unfavorable” stance in that sense.
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Table 1: Cross-correlation between indicators and inventory investment

lag coin. lead
Indicator −3 −2 −1 0 +1 +2 +3

manufacturers’ inventories .06 .18(�) .28�� .36�� .35�� .23� .09
retail traders’ inventories .24� .29�� .28�� .35�� .33�� .40�� .31��

wholesale traders’ inventories −.03 .06 .16 .24� .31� .37�� .25�

Correlations between the indicators and the respective lead or lag of the series of inventory investment are
reported. ��,� ,(�) means rejection of the null hypothesis of no cross-correlation at the 1%, 5% and 10%
level respectively. Standard errors are calculated using Newey and West’s [1994] heteroskedasticity and
autocorrelation consistent covariance; lag truncation is 4. The largest correlation is printed in bold.

is puzzling because visual inspection would indicate that, just between these series, the
extent of co-cycling is lowest. However, by fading out the enormous peak located around
the unification, in the series of retail traders’ inventory assessment, we observe a slightly
negative trend which seems to inhere in the reference series as well. In other words, the
estimated cross-correlation between the series of retail traders’ assessment and the reference
might be a result of comovement at very low frequencies.

In Figure 4, the log spectra and coherences of the series are plotted. Inventory invest-
ment turns out to possess Granger’s [1966] “typical spectral shape of an economic variable”
rather than a clear peak at frequencies attributed to “Kitchin cycles”. During the last three
decades, firms have been able to reduce stockholdings owing to just-in-time production and
improvements in information and communication technologies. These long-run effect does
not seem to be of less importance than classical inventory cycle movements. Moreover, the
convention of the seasonal and calendar adjustment procedure to assign residual calendar
factors to changes in inventories may be responsible for considerable fluctuations in the
very short run.19 Taking these effects together, we end up with an explanation for the flat
decline of the log spectrum of inventory investment.

The Ifo series of retail and wholesale traders’ assessments of inventory stocks virtually
mimics the reference series in terms of spectral shape. If at all, significant differences
turn out to exist between the reference and the Ifo series of manufacturers’ assessment
at high frequencies.20 However, the plots of the coherences between the Ifo series and
the reference show more substantial results. For manufacturers’ and wholesale traders’
inventory assessments, the degree of linear association, as measured by its coherence, is
largest at inventory cycle frequencies whereas it is negligible for retail traders’ assessment.
In the latter case, the absolute peak of the coherence is observed around the zero frequency.

19See also footnote 8.
20Since spectra and coherences are intended to show details in the range of business cycle frequencies,

a short bandwidth has been chosen. As a consequence, the uncertainty surrounding the estimation of the
spectra is rather high. It is worth mentioning that the general characteristics of the spectral shapes remain
unaffected if fewer covariances are used for the estimations.
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Figure 4: Spectra and coherences

(a) Assessment of manufacturers’ inventory stocks

(b) Assessment of retail traders’ inventory stocks

(c) Assessment of wholesale traders’ inventory stocks

On the left-hand side, the graphs depict the log spectra of the respective Ifo series (solid line) and in-
ventory investment (dashed line). On the right-hand side, the graphs show the coherence between those
series. Spectra and cross-spectra are estimated using 128 data points and 40 covariances. The horizontal
arrow depicts the bandwidth of the Parzen window used. The vertical arrow shows the asymptotical 90%
confidence bands of the estimation of the log spectrum. The abscissa scale is frequency divided by 2π.
The dashed vertical lines indicate frequencies attributed to periodicities of three and four years.
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In sum, the Ifo series under consideration may generally serve as indicators of inventory
planning of German firms. Whereas the Ifo data of retailers’ inventory assessment seem to
replicate the general tendency to reduce stockholdings in the past decades, manufacturers’
and wholesale traders’ assessments show a large extent of co-cycling with the reference at
frequencies which are typically attributed to inventory cycle movements. Hence, it is worth
considering all indicators at hand because each of them provides specific information.

3 Composite Indices of Inventory Fluctuations

On a monthly basis, the Ifo business survey publishes three series which can generally
serve as indicators of inventory fluctuations in Germany. Since several individual indica-
tors may send different signals, one has to decide either to trust only one of them, say,
manufacturers’ assessment of inventories of finished goods, or to construct a composite
index amalgamating the information provided by all indicators. In principle, the latter ap-
proach aims at extracting comovement of the indicator series at hand.21 In factor models
which have recently become popular, comovement is represented by a (small) number of
common factors. An alternative strategy is to identify so-called codependent cycles in a
vector autoregressive model. This can be done by using canonical correlation analysis.

The composite indices which will be constructed on the basis of these two methodologies
share the simple design. Namely, they can be explicitly or implicitly expressed as a weighted
average of the Ifo series.

3.1 Codependent Cycle Analysis

The concept of codependent cycles was introduced by Vahid and Engle [1997] building on
an earlier paper written by Gouriéroux and Peaucelle [1992]. Two stationary series bearing
considerable serial correlation are said to possess a codependent cycle if there is a linear
combination between the two which can be represented by a moving average of a very
short order, say q [MA(q)]. From that definition, it is clear that codependence relations
are unpredictable at horizons larger than q.

It is worth mentioning that the idea of codependent cycles generalizes Engle and Ko-
zicki’s [1993] concept of common cycles, which requires that the linear combination be
white noise (or unpredictable at all horizons). Whereas co-cycling between the original
series needs to be exactly synchronized in the case of common cycles, the more general
concept allows for possible phase shifts. In recalling the results of the previous section, if
at all, we should only succeed in identifying codependent cycles.

In a system of K variables, there may exist up to K − 1 independent codependence
relations. Given a p th order autoregression for the K-dimensional vector xt, one can test

21In the present analysis, we only use the three Ifo series. The decision not to use a production-sales
index is due to a conceptual change in the statistic of monthly industrial turnover which disturbed the
stable relation between production, turnover, and producer prices documented in Knetsch [2004].
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Table 2: Tests for codependent cycles

# codep. Degrees of Order of moving average
vectors freedom 0 1 2 3

1 10 85.11�� 24.41�� 17.29(�) 6.85
2 22 229.95�� 74.80�� 47.26�� 27.73
3 36 1083.36�� 179.91�� 103.23�� 64.93��

The null hypothesis is that the number of codependent vectors is equal to (or greater than) indicated.
Test statistics are asymptotically χ2-distributed with the reported number of degrees of freedom. ��,� ,(�)

mean rejection at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively.

for the number of codependence vectors using a statistic proposed by Tiao and Tsay [1989]
which builds on a canonical correlation analysis between xt and (xt−q−1, ..., xt−q−1−p). In
fact, the number of zero canonical correlations determines the number of MA(q) codepen-
dence vectors. The test statistic for the null hypothesis that there are (at least) s MA(q)
codependent vectors is given as follows:

C(s; q) = −(T − p− q)
s∑

i=1

ln(1− λi(q)) (1)

where T is the number of observations and λi(q) the ith smallest squared canonical corre-
lation corrected for the sample autocorrelation of the canonical variates.22 Tiao and Tsay
prove that C(s; q) is asymptotically χ2-distributed with s[K(p−1)+s] degrees of freedom.

In a three-dimensional vector autoregressive model comprising the Ifo series at hand,
we need to find two independent linear combinations which are moving averages of order
q in order to conclude that there is a single codependent cycle which might be interpreted
as the composite index of inventory fluctuations.

In the sample between January 1980 and June 2003, we carry out such a canonical
correlation analysis in order to test for the number of codependent vectors between the Ifo
series. As a prerequisite, we have to determine the lag order of the vector autoregressive
model. We select p = 4 which is indicated as the best choice according to Akaike’s informa-
tion criterion (AIC).23 Table 2 reports the results of the codependence tests. As expected,
the existence of any common cycle is clearly rejected. Even codependence relations leading
to moving averages of orders 1 or 2 are not found in the system. However, if we accept
that the codependence relations are predictable up to three months, we will end up with
a single codependent cycle.

22See Tiao and Tsay [1989] or Vahid and Engle [1997] for detailed information on the test statistic.
23In order to allow for rich dynamics in general, we opt for the AIC which leads to a less parsimonious

parametrization compared to other information criteria; see Lütkepohl [1993], Chapter 4, for instance.
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Using Vahid and Engle’s generalized method of moments technique, we estimate the
following two codependence relations which are moving averages of order 3 (standard errors
in parentheses):

WIt − 0.61
(0.10)

MIt and RIt − 0.61
(0.13)

MIt (2)

where MIt, RIt, and WIt represent the Ifo series of manufacturers’, retail and wholesale
traders’ assessment of inventory stocks respectively.

For our purposes, however, it is important to know the codependent cycle (or the com-
mon factor) of the three Ifo series which is annihilated by the codependence relations. Let
us define the three-dimensional vector xt ≡ (WIt, RIt,MIt)

′ and collect the two codepen-
dence vectors in the (3× 2) matrix γ such that ut ≡ γ′xt are the codependence relations.
Following the projection theorem, xt can be uniquely decomposed as the direct sum of
its orthogonal projections onto γ and γ⊥ where the three-dimensional vector γ⊥ is the
orthogonal complement of γ satisfying γ′

⊥γ = 0:

xt = γ(γ′γ)−1γ′xt + γ⊥(γ′
⊥γ⊥)

−1γ′
⊥xt. (3)

Let us define C ≡ γ(γ′γ)−1, D ≡ γ⊥(γ′
⊥γ⊥)

−1. Then, equation (3) can be written as
xt = Cut +Dηt where ηt ≡ γ′

⊥xt is a scalar process which comprises the whole forecasting
content of xt at horizons larger than three months.24 Owing to this property, the scalar
process ηt is taken as an estimate of the common factor driving the three Ifo series.25 Note
that ηt is unique up to a scaling factor. Therefore, in order to fix the common factor
estimate, it is natural to define it as a weighted average of the observable series.

Given the codependence relations in (2), we end up with the following estimate of
the common factor serving as a composite index of inventory fluctuations based on the
codependent cycle analysis:

CIc
t = 0.28WIt + 0.27RIt + 0.45MIt. (4)

Manufacturers’ assessment of inventory stocks is given the highest weight in the composite
index although it is less than one-half. The trade sector as a whole accounts for 55 per
cent of the composite index, with the information from retail and wholesale traders being
given equal weights.

3.2 Factor Model Approaches

In order to reveal comovement in multivariate time series, factor models are widely applied.
Each time series is partitioned into a common and an idiosyncratic component. Whereas
the latter is specific to each series, the common component is a linear combination of a
(small) number of common factors.

24Because of codependence, ut is not predictable at horizons larger than 3, i.e. E(ut |Ωt−i−1) = 0
with i ≥ 3, where the information set contains the complete history of the process xt, i.e. Ωt ≡
{xt, xt−1, xt−2, ...}. Consequently, E(xt |Ωt−i−1) = D E(ηt |Ωt−i−1) with i ≥ 3.

25Note that, in a canonical transformation, the common factor is mixed up with noise (see Peña and
Box [1987]).
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Static factor analysis imposes the following structure on the set of K (mean-adjusted)
variables stacked in the vector xt:

xt = Bft + εt (5)

where ft is the r-dimensional vector of (unobserved) factors with r < K, B the (K × r)
matrix of factor loadings, and εt a K-dimensional error term which is assumed to be a
multivariate white-noise process with zero mean and the diagonal covariance matrix Ψ.
Furthermore, “classical” static factor models assume factors to be white noise with zero
means and unit variances and to be uncorrelated with each other and with the error terms,
i.e. E(ftf

′
t) = Ir and E(ftε

′
t) = 0.

Of course, the assumptions that both the factors and the error terms are not allowed to
be serially correlated are too restrictive in the present context. By Doz and Lenglart [1999],
however, it is shown that a maximum likelihood estimation of equation (5) leads to con-
sistent parameter estimates as long as ft and εt are (weakly) stationary.

In this setup, it is possible to test for the number of factors. A likelihood ratio (LR) test
of the form LR(r) = −2[L̂−L̂0(r)] is asymptotically χ2-distributed with 1

2
[(K−r)2−K−r]

degrees of freedom where L̂ and L̂0(r) are the values of the log likelihood function under
the unrestricted and the restricted model respectively.

Note that the number of degrees of freedom indicates the number of over-identifying
restrictions in the factor structure. In the system of interest where the three Ifo series are
driven by a single common factor, the model is exactly identified.26 Hence we are not able
to test for the adequacy of the structure imposed in the present setup. However, since the
codependent cycle analysis has shown evidence of a single common factor in the data, we
estimate equation (5) for the three Ifo series under r = 1 by maximum likelihood.

With xt defined as in the previous section, we obtain the following estimates of the
factor loadings and the residual covariance matrix:

B̂ = (0.71, 0.57, 0.86)′ and Ψ̂ = diag(0.50, 0.68, 0.25). (6)

An estimate of the unobservable factor ft is given by the least squares projection E(ft |xt) =
Σ−1B′xt where Σ is the covariance matrix of xt. In the present case, Σ−1B′ is a three-
dimensional (transposed) vector which, if appropriately normalized, can be interpreted as
a weighting scheme.

A composite index of inventory fluctuations based on the maximum likelihood estima-
tion of a static factor model is represented by the following equation:

CIf
t = 0.25WIt + 0.15RIt + 0.60MIt. (7)

Here, manufacturers’ assessment of inventory investment accounts for 60 per cent of the
composite index. Compared to the weighting scheme derived from the codependent cycle
analysis, the manufacturing sector is therefore much more important. With 25 per cent, the

26With K = 3 and r = 1, the expression which determines the number of degrees of freedom is zero.
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weight of wholesale traders’ inventory assessment is only reduced a little. The contribution
of retail trade, however, is clearly lower than in equation (4).

It is worth noting that, albeit consistent, the maximum likelihood estimation of equa-
tion (5) is not efficient when ft and εt are serially correlated. Hence Doz and Lenglart [1999]
propose taking those results only as a first guess. According to their approach, in a second
step one should set up a model which explicitly takes into account the dynamics of common
and idiosyncratic components.

Whereas, as a standard, the idiosyncratic components are allowed to follow an autore-
gressive process of order 1, more effort is put on the search of a suitable approximation to
the dynamic structure of the common factor. Since cycles are to be modelled, the char-
acteristic roots of the autoregressive polynomial describing the dynamics of the common
factor should be complex. Hence the lag order needs to be at least 2. In testing this prop-
erty, however, we find that only an autoregressive process of order 5 provides the desired
result.

Altogether, we set up the following system of equations:

xt = B∗f ∗
t +



ε∗1t

ε∗2t

ε∗3t


 ,



ε∗1t

ε∗2t

ε∗3t


 =



ρ1 0 0
0 ρ2 0
0 0 ρ3






ε∗1t−1

ε∗2t−1

ε∗3t−1


 +



u1t

u2t

u3t


 (8)

where the common factor is given by

f∗
t = a1f

∗
t−1 + a2f

∗
t−2 + a3f

∗
t−3 + a4f

∗
t−4 + a5f

∗
t−5 + vt (9)

and u1t, u2t, u3t, and vt are white noise processes which are independent of one another.
Written in state-space form, this model can be estimated by the Kalman filter. Note

that the model is identified up to a scaling factor. By analogy to Doz and Lenglart, we
decide to fix the variance of vt. In fact, we (arbitrarily) set it equal to 0.01. Moreover, we
impose zero restrictions on the parameters whenever possible.

The estimates show the following results. First, the vector of factor loadings is given
by B∗ = (0.85, 0.69, 1.26)′ and the dynamic structure of the common factor is described
as follows (standard errors in parentheses):

f∗
t = 1.14

(0.02)
f ∗

t−1 − 0.18
(0.02)

f∗
t−5 + vt. (10)

Albeit close to a unit root process, the common factor turns out to be stable inducing
oscillations with a duration of roughly four years.27 Hence shocks to the common factor
are highly persistent.

Second, whereas ε∗1t and ε∗2t (i.e. the idiosyncratic components of wholesale and retail
traders’ inventory assessment) possess significant autocorrelation, ε∗3t turns out to be white

27It is difficult to test for the presence of a unit root in the common factor. Hence we follow an indirect
argumentation: As documented in Appendix A.1, unit root tests indicate that the original series are
stationary. Consequently, if the idiosyncratic components are stationary which is given by assumption,
the common factor cannot possess a unit root.
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noise. The variances of the idiosyncratic components, however, are estimated as var(ε∗1t) =
0.60, var(ε∗2t) = 0.82 and var(ε∗3t) = 0.01 which indicates a trivial factor structure: Apart
from a small difference in the degree of smoothness, the series of manufacturers’ inventory
assessment determines the common factor f∗

t ,
28 whereas the two inventory series of the

trade sector are dominated by their idiosyncratic components.
Consequently, if the dynamic factor structure of equations (8) and (9) is imposed,

the “composite” index of inventory fluctuations can be approximated by manufacturers’
assessment of inventory stocks.

4 Evaluation of the Methods

The composite indices of inventory fluctuations proposed in the previous section will be
evaluated with respect to two properties which, from our point of view, need to be fulfilled
by a good composite index. First, its weighting scheme should be sufficiently stable when
estimations are updated using newly entered data. Second, the composite index should
possess forecasting power for the reference series. Note that the reference is not the first
inventory investment figure reported by the Statistisches Bundesamt. Instead, it is the set
of “final” releases as published in the national accounts. In other words, we are in search of
an indicator which is able to diagnose the “true” inventory fluctuations in Germany better
than the preliminary releases of the official statistics.

Additional to the variants resulting from the statistical methodologies used, we also
include the unweighted average of the Ifo series in the investigation of forecasting perfor-
mance. Of course, the unweighted average is the simplest composite index. By comparing
its forecasting performance with that of the method-based variants, we are able to check
whether the application of the statistical procedures creates any benefit.

The total number of observations used for the subsequent analysis is identical to that
of the previous section, i.e. from January 1980 through June 2003. We will evaluate the
composite indices which are recursively estimated starting with the first quarter of 1992.29

It is worth mentioning that the test and estimation procedures are carried out for March,
June, September and December of the respective years because we need real-time estimates
of the composite indices only quarterly.

In the first part, we will investigate the stability of the weighting schemes which are
obtained applying codependent cycle and static factor analysis. In the second part, we
will test whether or not the composite indices are able to predict the revisions of inventory
investment. Furthermore, we attempt to find indicator-based forecasting models which
outperform the first release published in the national accounts.

28In fact, the correlation between the series of manufacturers’ inventory assessment and the smoothed
estimate of the state f∗

t is virtually perfect.
29This date is chosen for reasons which are linked to the availability of real-time data of inventory

investment and GDP.
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4.1 Stability of the Weighting Schemes

Equations (4) and (7) show the weighting schemes of the composite indices which are
based on the codependent cycle and the static factor analysis respectively. In contrast, the
Kalman filter technique does not provide an explicit weighting scheme. However, from an
inspection of the properties of the resulting common and the idiosyncratic components, it
is clear that the total weight is put on manufacturers’ assessment of inventories. When
the endpoint of the sample is varied, it turns out that this pattern does not change. For
the “composite” index based on the Kalman filter technique, the property of stability is
therefore fulfilled in a trivial manner.

Whereas the maximum likelihood estimation of the static factor model is carried out
in a single step, the codependent cycle analysis is a sequence of specification tests and
estimation procedures. Hence, it is not a priori clear whether the lag order of the underlying
vector autoregression and the moving-average order of the codependence relations are the
same for all samples under investigation.

Starting with the first quarter of 1992, the codependent cycle analysis is carried out
quarter for quarter until the end of sample.30 Figure 5(a) shows the lag orders chosen by
the AIC, the Hannan-Quinn (HQ) and the Schwarz criterion (SC).31 Except for a short
period in 1992/93, the AIC criterion always selects lag order 4. For simplicity, we therefore
decide to set up vector autoregressions of order 4.

Figure 5: Recursive multivariate analysis of indicator series

30In each recursion, the begin of the sample is fixed to January 1980, whereas the end of the sample
moves from March 1992 to June 2003.

31See, for instance, Lütkepohl [1993], Chapter 4, for an overview of lag order selection in vector autore-
gressions by means of information criteria.
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Figure 6: Recursive estimation of codependence vectors

The graph on the left-hand side shows the recursive estimate of the coefficient attached to manufacturers’
inventory assessment in its codependence relation with wholesale traders’ inventory assessment. The graph
on the right-hand side shows the respective estimates with respect to retail traders’ inventory assessment.
Note that the identification scheme is the same as in equation (2). Confidence bands of plus/minus two
standard errors are given by the dashed lines. The vertical line indicates the structural change with respect
to the moving average structure.

Figure 5(b) depicts the test results for the number of codependence relations. Until
the second quarter of 1997, we only need to allow for predictability up to order 2 in order
to find the desired number of two codependence relations. For the remaining periods,
however, two codependence relations which are moving averages of order 3 are identified.
Since parameter estimation should be as efficient as possible, this structural change is taken
into account.

Figure 6 shows the recursive estimates of the free parameters in the codependence
relations. Perhaps with the exception of the first two or three years, the estimates are quite
stable; both seem to be around −0.6. Furthermore, the estimates are significantly different
from zero. Whereas the structural change in mid-1997 turns out to have a negligible impact
on the parameter estimates, the confidence bands are a little bit wider in the scenarios
where the codependence relations are moving averages of higher order.

Figure 7(a) shows the weights in the composite index which result from the recursive
codependent cycle analysis. The weights are stable which is, of course, a consequence of the
stable estimates of the codependence vectors. Over the whole period of interest, manufac-
turers’ assessment of inventories contributes to little more than 40 per cent of the composite
index, whereas the remaining share is divided into more or less equal contributions of retail
and wholesale traders’ assessments.

As a comparison, Figure 7(b) plots the weights which are obtained from recursive
maximum likelihood estimation of the static factor model. In the first two years, the
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Figure 7: Recursive weights of Ifo series in the composite index

weighting schemes of both composite indices are quite similar. In the composite index
based on the static factor model, however, the weight of the manufacturing sector increases
from 1994 onwards. This is mainly due to a reduction of the weight of the retail sector.
With almost 70 per cent, the contribution of manufacturers’ inventory assessment reaches
its peak in the second quarter of 2001. Since then, the weighting scheme is corrected back
to the weighting scheme known from the codependent cycle analysis.

It is worth stressing that, relative to the results of the static factor model, the weights
generated by the codependent cycle analysis show remarkable stability. This result might
be explained by the fact that the codependent cycle analysis uses more information on
the dynamics of the Ifo series than the static factor model. More precisely, imposing an
appropriate vector autoregressive structure together with the form of (non-synchronized)
co-cycling obviously helps to find a common factor which turns out to be rather insensitive
to changes in the samples used for estimation. In terms of stability, we therefore conclude
that the composite index based on the codependent cycle analysis is preferable to the
alternative obtained from static factor analysis.

4.2 Predictive Content for Inventory Investment

In Section 2.1, we argued that the series of inventory investment as published in the national
accounts will be a good proxy for aggregate inventory fluctuations if, after at least two years,
the statistical basis is comprehensive and detailed enough to compile reliable figures for
GDP and the expenditure aggregates. In later revisions, unless conceptual modifications
are introduced, the figures of inventory investment only change marginally. In this sense,
they can be regarded as “final” releases which are taken as a reference in the subsequent
analysis.
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Figure 8: Different releases of the inventory-investment-to-GDP ratio

In the graphs, the inventory-investment-to-GDP ratios are plotted. The scale on the vertical axis is in per
cent. In the left-hand graph, vertical lines indicate the dates of statistical breaks.

If the “true” picture is only available after two (or more) years, preliminary publications
of the national accounts can be interpreted as forecasts. By taking them for granted (which
is the conventional standard), it is implicity assumed that they are the best predictions
available. This is probably the case for GDP and most of the expenditure aggregates.
With respect to inventory investment, however, this implicit assumption can be called into
question.

We will first have a look at the revision process. Specifically, we will ask whether there
are predictable patterns in the difference between the “final” and the first release, and more
precisely, whether the proposed indices help to predict the revision process. But even if this
is the case, it is not yet clear how to use those indices in order to obtain better predictors
for the “true” inventory fluctuations than the first release of the national accounts. In the
second step, we will therefore set up simple indicator-based forecasting models and ask
whether these estimates outperform the first publication of the Statistisches Bundesamt
(taken as a predictor of the “final” release).

During the 1990s, German national accounts data undergo several important statistical
breaks. The first is due to unification, the second due to the adoption of the ESA 95
accounting principles. In Appendix A.2, more information on this issue is presented. As a
result, we base the subsequent analysis on inventory investment as a percentage of GDP in
order to ensure the comparability between the first and the “final” releases. The sample
used starts in the first quarter of 1992 and ends in the fourth quarter of 2001.32

For our purposes, it is not necessary to examine the full revision process which takes into
account all vintages. We only look at the first (or preliminary) release pt vis-à-vis the “final”

32As before, the last observations available are dropped from the analysis because they cannot be re-
garded as “final” releases.
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release yt which is taken as the “true” picture of inventory investment as a percentage of
GDP. In Figure 8, the first and the “final” release of the inventory-investment-to-GDP
ratio are plotted. From visual inspection, it is obvious that, during the revision process,
the variability is reduced significantly.33 In general, this is an indication that the first
announcements are measured with a considerable amount of error.

According to Mankiw, Runkle and Shapiro [1984] as well as Mankiw and Shapiro [1986],
at the extremes, the revision process can be regarded as reducing measurement errors
(“noise”) or as incorporating new information (“news”). In the former case, the preliminary
announcements should be an unbiased forecast of the “final” figures. In the latter case,
however, the revision process should be uncorrelated with all information available at
the time when the preliminary figures are compiled. By treating this compilation as a
forecasting exercise, the latter hypothesis implies that the preliminary release is a rational
prediction of the “final” figure.

In terms of Swanson, Ghysels and Callan [1999], a revision process is called inefficient
if there is any predictable pattern. Apart from unbiasedness and orthogonality to available
information, the difference between the “final” and the first release, denoted by et, needs
to be free of autocorrelation. Hence, with εt defined as a zero-mean white-noise process,
in the equation

et = const. +
m∑

i=1

θiet−i + ω indext + εt, (11)

we ask whether there are any parameters which are different from zero.
Table 3 reports the regression results of different specifications of equation (11). Vari-

ant (A) simply tests whether the preliminary release is an unbiased predictor of the “final”
release. Hence the first conclusion is that even the minimum requirement of unbiasedness
is not fulfilled in this context. However, the Durbin-Watson and the Breusch-Godfrey
statistics indicate that the residual process is not free of autocorrelation. In variant (B),
we therefore use lags of et as additional regressors. Apart from the first lag, we also need
to include the fourth lag in order to obtain a white-noise residual sequence.

As argued in Section 2.1, preliminary data on inventory investment are to a large extent
the result of a matching process between the production and expenditure accounts of GDP.
Thereby, the aggregates are compiled by extrapolation based on the respective values of
the year before. Additionally, these results are checked in terms of whether the seasonally
adjusted figures implied also create a “sensible” picture. In some sense, both the first and
the fourth lag are reference points in the process of compilation of national accounts. These
procedural peculiarities may be responsible for the above-mentioned empirical result.

The variants (C) contain the full set of regressors as described in equation (11). Apart
from the method-based composite indices, we also present the regression result where indext

is given by the unweighted average of the Ifo series, denoted by AVt. For either choice, we

33In the sample from the first quarter of 1992 to the fourth quarter of 2001, the standard deviation of
the time series of first releases of the inventory-investment-to-GDP ratio is 1.13 percentage points whereas
it is 0.56 percentage points in the case of the final releases.
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Table 3: Modeling the revision process

Dep. Var. et

Sample 1993:1 – 2001:4 (36 obs.)

Variant (A) (B) (C)
Index CIc

t CIf
t MIt AVt

const. 1.13
(0.17)

0.24
(0.21)

0.48
(0.19)

0.44
(0.19)

0.45
(0.18)

0.47
(0.19)

et−1 0.50
(0.14)

0.27
(0.13)

0.29
(0.13)

0.27
(0.13)

0.29
(0.13)

et−4 0.30
(0.13)

0.44
(0.12)

0.41
(0.12)

0.38
(0.11)

0.45
(0.12)

indext 1.09
(0.29)

0.99
(0.28)

0.73
(0.19)

1.11
(0.33)

R2 0.00 0.47 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.61
AIC 2.89 2.35 2.05 2.08 2.02 2.10
SC 2.93 2.49 2.23 2.26 2.20 2.28
DW 0.67 1.75 1.93 1.91 1.94 1.93

LM(4) 6.09��

[0.001]
0.26
[0.899]

1.17
[0.347]

1.02
[0.416]

0.92
[0.464]

1.19
[0.337]

The difference between the “final” and the preliminary release of inventory investment is denoted by et.
Standard errors of the parameter estimates are given in parentheses. R2 is the determination coefficient,
AIC is Akaike’s and SC Schwarz’s information criterion, DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic, and LM(4)
is the F -statistic of the Breusch-Godfrey LM test for serial autocorrelation of order 4; p-values are given
in brackets. ��,� ,(�) mean rejection of the null hypothesis at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively.

find that the composite index of inventory fluctuations helps to predict the revision process
of the series of interest.

From a forecaster’s perspective, however, this result is not fully satisfying because we
do not yet have an indicator-based forecasting model which outperforms the first reported
national accounts figure. In other words, we need to find a function ξt = f(indext) where
ξt is a predictor of yt based on the composite index. For simplicity, we choose the linear
form

ξt = δ0 + δ1 indext (12)

where the coefficients δ0 and δ1 are the least squares estimates of an auxiliary regression
of yt on the composite index and a constant.

In the subsequent evaluation, the predictions ξt are recursive out-of-sample forecasts.
For the auxiliary regressions, we actually need to have the complete set of data vintages
of inventory investment and GDP for all forecasting dates, i.e. the first quarter of 1992
through the fourth quarter of 2001, and each vintage has to start in the first quarter of
1980. Such a data set is not available. However, since solely data which are regarded as
“final” should be included in the auxiliary regressions, we are able to mimic the real-time
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Table 4: Forecast evaluation

Predictor
pt f(CIc

t ) f(CIf
t ) f(MIt) f(AVt)

ME −1.05 −0.45 −0.45 −0.44 −0.45
MAE 1.22 0.60 0.61 0.65 0.59
RMSE 1.44 0.75 0.76 0.78 0.73
Bias 0.53 0.36 0.36 0.31 0.37
Var. 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.16
Cov. 0.31 0.49 0.48 0.58 0.47

The preliminary release of the inventory-investment-to-GDP ratio is denoted by pt, whereas f(·) denotes
the forecasting model based on the respective composite index. ME is the mean error, MAE the mean
absolute error, and RMSE the root mean squared error of the respective forecast. In the lower part of
the table, the decomposition of the mean squared error of a forecast in its bias, variance and covariance
contribution is presented.

forecasting exercise as follows. The August 2003 release of the inventory-investment-to-
GDP ratio is used as the “final” release for all forecasting dates. However, the auxiliary
regression is run over a sample which always starts in the first quarter of 1980 but which
ends two years before the respective forecasting date.34

In Table 4, basic measures of forecasting accuracy are reported for the preliminary
release pt as well as for the outcomes of the indicator-based forecasting models. The
results of the first column once again highlight the extremely weak performance of the first
publication of the national accounts in predicting the “true” ratio of inventory investment
and GDP. In the sample used, the mean error is about one percentage point, which is
enormous given that the quarterly inventory-investment-to-GDP ratio in absolute terms,
averaged over the last three decades, is 0.7 per cent. In fact, the bias contributes to more
than 50 per cent of the mean squared error between first and “final” release.

As Table 4 further shows, in terms of the mean absolute error and the root mean
squared error, the indicator-based forecasting models clearly outperform the first official
publication. However, with mean errors of 0.45 percentage points (in absolute terms), the
bias of these forecasts remains considerable. By comparing the results of the indicator-
based forecasting models with one another, we find that the unweighted average performs
best in the period under investigation. It is worth stressing that these differences are
far from being statistically significant.35 Hence, while it is totally misleading to derive

34By doing so, we implicitly assume that the figures which are regarded as “final” at the respective
forecasting dates are identical to the August 2003 release of national accounts. Especially for inventory
investment, this assumption is certainly not correct. However, the error appears to be limited.

35According to Ashley’s [2003] simulation results, in the case of about 40 observations and substantially
cross-correlated but only modestly autocorrelated forecast errors (which can be assumed in the present
case), a 25% to 35% reduction in mean squared error is necessary to obtain a result which is statistically
significant at the 5% level.
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Table 5: Forecast accuracy tests

Predictor: ξt =
f(CIc

t ) f(CIf
t ) f(MIt) f(AVt)

mod. Diebold-Mariano
H0 : ξt ∼ pt 3.60��

[0.001]
3.55��

[0.001]
3.44��

[0.001]
3.65��

[0.001]

Forecast encompassing
H0 : pt CE(ξt) 3.67��

[0.000]
3.65��

[0.000]
3.66��

[0.000]
3.68��

[0.000]

H0 : ξt CE(pt) 1.23
[0.113]

1.28
[0.104]

1.61(�)

[0.057]
1.11
[0.136]

White’s reality check
H0 : ξopt

t 
� pt ×�

[0.03]

The modified Diebold-Mariano test is a test for equal (“∼”) predictive ability where the original Diebold-
Mariano [1995] statistic is small-sample corrected according to Harvey et al. [1997]. Critical values are
taken from a t-distribution with 39 degrees of freedom. The test for forecast encompassing or conditional
efficiency (CE) is in the spirit of Chong and Hendry [1986]. The test statistic and the asymptotic dis-
tribution are taken from Harvey et al. [1998]. Finally, White’s [2000] method checks whether the best
indicator-based model (marked by “×”) is not superior (“
�”) to the benchmark pt. The stationary boot-
strap (see Politis and Romano [1994]) is based on 10 000 resamples where the smoothing parameter is
given by 0.1. ��,� ,(�) mean rejection of the null hypothesis at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively;
p-values are given in brackets.

any ranking between the indicator-based forecasting models, we can conclude that the
statistical procedures applied do not provide a weighting scheme for the composite index
which outperforms a simple unweighted average of the Ifo series.

Table 5 reports formal tests for equal predictive ability and forecast encompassing.
Since the difference between the indicator-based forecasting models are very small in terms
of root mean squared errors, we do not test these models against one another. The Diebold-
Mariano tests show that the reductions of mean squared errors implied by the indicator
approach vis-à-vis the first publication of the national accounts are highly significant for all
variants. Moreover, it comes as no surprise that, conditional on the information of the Ifo
business survey, the first announcement of the Statistisches Bundesamt is not an efficient
forecast of the “final” figure.

More interesting, however, are the results as regards the question whether or not the
indicator-based forecasts encompass the information which is contained in the first publi-
cation of the national accounts. As reported in Table 5, for the truly composite indices, the
hypothesis that the indicator-based forecast is conditionally efficient cannot be rejected at
the 10 per cent level, whereas it is rejected for the Ifo series of manufacturers’ assessment
on inventory stocks. Hence, in order to predict inventory fluctuations without any loss of
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relevant information, it is obviously necessary to incorporate the Ifo series on retail and
wholesale traders’ inventory assessment.

Apart from the first publication of the Statistisches Bundesamt, the predictors under
consideration result from some kind of specification search. Furthermore, the indicator-
based forecasting models are estimated. Following the arguments of West [1996, 2001] and
White [2000], both properties tend to distort the applicability of the asymptotic distribu-
tions of the test statistics. White’s reality check is a simulation-based method of testing
the predictive superiority to a benchmark and thereby taking into account the specifica-
tion search previously undertaken. Whereas the benchmark is easily found with the first
release of the national accounts, it is difficult to include the specification search within
each class of models. For simplicity, in the set of forecasts, we only include the results of
those indicator-based predictors which are the best choice within their specific class.

As reported in the last row of Table 5, the White’s reality check confirms that forecasting
with the unweighted average is best among the set of specifications under comparison. This
comes as no surprise because the unweighted average provides the forecast with the lowest
(root) mean squared error in the sample under investigation. However, the more important
result is that, as the bootstrapped p-value indicates, indicator-based forecasts are (in terms
of statistical significance) superior to the first figure reported by Statistisches Bundesamt.

All in all, the inventory-investment-to-GDP ratio first available in the national accounts
is far from being a rational forecast of the “final” figure. Apart from a bias and serial cor-
relation, information taken from the Ifo business survey helps to predict how inventory
investment is revised. Furthermore, simple forecasting models based on (even trivial) com-
posite indices amalgamating the Ifo series provide better forecasts of the “true” inventory
fluctuations than the first release of the national accounts. At least in the sample under
investigation, the statistical methods applied do not end up with a weighting scheme which
outperforms a simple unweighted average of the Ifo series.

5 Conclusion

Using data from the Ifo business survey, we have sought to find a composite index of
inventory fluctuations in Germany. Such an index seems to be necessary because the
preliminary figures of changes in inventories published in the German national accounts
are unreliable.

Owing to the process of compilation of quarterly national accounts, the first announce-
ment of inventory investment reported by the Statistisches Bundesamt is more a product
of lack of statistical information rather than a measure of firm behavior. However, after
two years or so, when more detailed information is available, the time series of inventory
investment shows features which are typically attributable to inventory fluctuations. Con-
sequently, the “final” releases of the national accounts serve as a suitable reference for the
German inventory cycle.

By applying standard time series methods in the time and frequency domain, we have
shown that there is considerable comovement between the reference and the three Ifo
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series documenting manufacturers’, retail traders’ and wholesale traders’ assessments of
stockholdings. On a monthly basis, we have therefore constructed composite indices of
inventory fluctuations by means of codependent cycle analysis (i.e. a method based on
canonical correlations) and static factor modeling. In a recursive analysis, the variants
have been evaluated with respect to the stability of the weighting schemes and the ability
to forecast the “true” inventory fluctuations. We have found clear evidence that, regardless
of which alternative is considered, the composite indices outperform the preliminary release
of the national accounts. With respect to the stability of the weighting schemes, however,
the codependent cycle analysis turns out to perform better than the static factor model
approach.

The three Ifo series have been chosen because they are published monthly and provide
specific information from sectors holding significant proportions of the aggregate inventory
stock in Germany. However, this data set has some shortcomings. First, only West German
retail and wholesale traders are captured in the Ifo business survey. Second, on a monthly
basis, manufacturers are asked to assess the inventory stocks of finished goods only. Hence
changes in the stocks of purchased material and supplies which also seem to be important
sources of inventory fluctuations are not included in the composite indices. It is worth
mentioning that the Ifo institute asks manufacturers to assess the stock of raw materials
and the extent of potential shortages. However, these data are only collected on a quarterly
basis.

Appendices

A.1 Tests for Unit Roots in the Ifo Series

In the sample from January 1980 to June 2003, we test for the presence of a unit root
in the Ifo series under consideration. On the one hand, we apply the augmented Dickey-
Fuller (ADF) test and the Phillips-Perron (PP) test.36 In both test procedures, the null
hypothesis is that the time series has a unit root. On the other hand, we carry out the
procedure proposed by Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin [1992] which tests the
null of stationarity against nonstationary alternatives. Since no series is trending over time,
the respective test equations do not exhibit a linear trend.

In the ADF test, the lag order is chosen such that no significant lagged difference is
omitted from the test equation. For the PP and the KPSS test, an estimation of the so-
called long-run variance (i.e. the spectrum at frequency zero) of the residual sequence is
needed. We apply an estimator based on a Bartlett kernel whose bandwidth is determined
using the automatic data-based method proposed by Newey and West [1994].

Table 6 reports the results of the unit root tests. At the 1% level, both the ADF and
the PP test reject the presence of a unit root in the Ifo series of retail and wholesale traders’
assessments of inventories. For the series of manufacturers’ assessment, the PP test only

36For further details on the test statistics, see Hamilton [1994], Chapter 17, for instance.
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rejects at the 10% level whereas the ADF test rejects at the 5% level. Using the KPSS
procedure, the null of stationarity is rejected in neither case. We can therefore conclude
that all Ifo series under consideration are stationary.

Table 6: Unit root tests of the Ifo series

Indicator ADF PP KPSS
manufacturers’ inventories (5) −3.31� (11) −2.63(�) (14) 0.20
retail traders’ inventories (3) −3.49�� (11) −9.39�� (13) 0.32

wholesale traders’ inventories (2) −4.43�� (10) −8.66�� (13) 0.36

The numbers in parentheses indicate the lag length in the ADF procedure and the bandwidth parameter
in the PP and KPSS procedures. MacKinnon [1991] critical values for the ADF and the PP tests are
−3.45, −2.87 and −2.57 for significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively. For the KPSS test, the
respective asymptotic values are 0.74, 0.46 and 0.35. ��,� ,(�) mean rejection of the null hypothesis at the
1%, 5% and 10% level respectively.

A.2 Structural Data Revisions

During the 1990s, German national accounts data are subject to several important statisti-
cal breaks which might limit the comparability of different data vintages: In May 1999, the
Statistisches Bundesamt published for the first time the national accounts statistics accord-
ing to the principles agreed upon in the European System of Accounts 1995 (ESA 95).37

Until September 1995, no seasonally adjusted data for Germany as a whole had been re-
leased.38 As a consequence, whereas the final release is defined by the series of inventory
investment as published in August 2003, i.e. for Germany as a whole and according to the
ESA 95 principles, the first releases before May 1999 are measured according to the previ-
ous accounting standards (ESA 79), and additionally, the first releases before September
1995 refer to West Germany.

We are able to circumvent the problem of different territorial bases by using inventory
investment as a percentage of GDP. As shown in Figure 9(a), regardless of which territorial
basis is considered, the ratios do not differ significantly from one another. In contrast,
Figure 9(b) shows that the switch to the new accounting standards obviously caused major
changes in the shape of the time series. For the construction of a series of preliminary
releases, however, only the final figure of each vintage is used. The first releases according
to the different accounting standards can be compared only once, namely in the fourth
quarter of 1998 which is the last data point in Figure 9(b). We do not find any big difference

37Details concerning the nature and the extent of revisions in the German national accounts are presented
in Statistisches Bundesamt [1999a, 1999b].

38The impact of the change of the territorial basis on the national accounts figures, especially the
problems this induced for seasonal adjustment, is documented in Deutsche Bundesbank [1995].
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between the two. Let us assume that this would also hold for the other realizations where
comparisons are not possible. Under these circumstances, we are able to use the first
ESA 79 publications as if they were releases which are compiled according to the ESA 95
principles.

Figure 9: Structural data revisions

In the graphs, the inventory-investment-to-GDP ratios are plotted. The scale on the vertical axis is in per
cent.
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